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Example 
 
All Java code for an application is stored under one top-level directory. Subdirectories can be 
under the top directory. The set of text files in the last subdirectories is called a package. Each file 
has a "public" class (and perhaps private classes). All names in Java are case-sensitive. The 
package name is the subdirectory name. The file name is the class name with a .java ending.  
 
c:\project1 

    Package1 

  Class1.java 

  Class2.java 

    Package2 

  Class3.java 

  Class4.java 

 
The java text file has the package path (using periods) under the top directory as the first line, the 
included packages in succeeding lines, and then the class (or interface) line. In the class can be 
methods and fields. The methods can have variables, FOR loops, IF...THEN, and other coding 
commands. The fields have a datatype and perhaps a value. Each class/interface, 
method/constructor, and field can have a javadoc comment. For example, Class1.java is: 
 
package project1.Package1; 

 

import  project1.Package2.*; 

 

/**  

  * This is the description part of a doc comment 

  * 

  * @tag    Comment for the tag 

  */ 
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public class Class1 { 

 

// some variables 

 

/**  

  * This is the description part of a doc comment 

  * 

  * @tag    Comment for the tag 

  */ 

private static boolean boolean1 = true; 

 

/**  

  * This is the description part of a doc comment 

  * 

  * @tag    Comment for the tag 

  */ 

private static Date Date1 = new Date(); 

 

// datatypes can be: String, int, long, double, char, or Object  

// Objects are constructed fields, like a Class1 object or a Vector 

 

// some methods 

 

// Make a main method to start things rolling  

 

/**  

  * This is the description part of a doc comment 

  * 

  * @tag    Comment for the tag 

  */ 

public static void main (String args[]) throws Exception { 

 

// Put some code in; has no javadocs 

 

Point Point1 = new Point(); 

if (Point1 == null) 

System.out.println("Point FAILED"); 

 

boolean1 = false; 

try { 

Point1.setPoint(1,1,1); 

boolean1 = true; 

} finally { 

if (boolean1 == false) 

System.out.println("Point.setPoint FAILED"); 

} 

 

} // ends the method 
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// Make a constructor method to create an object  

 

/**  

  * This is the description part of a doc comment 

  * 

  * @tag    Comment for the tag 

  */ 

public Class1() throws Exception { 

 

} // ends the constructor 

 

} // ends the class 

 
Each type of java object has a style of javadoc. Use tags in the exact order.  
For Classes/Interfaces: 
/**  

  * Manages the data. 

  * 

  * @author Jones 

  * @version 1.2.3.4 

  * @since 1.1.1.1 

  * @see "path" 

  * @deprecated [not used any more] 

  */ 

 
For Fields: 
 
/**  

  * Holds the datatype. 

  * 

  * @since 

  * @see 

  * @serial 

  * @deprecated 

  */ 

 
For Constructors: 
 
/**  

  * Constructs the object. 

  * 

  * @author 

  * @version 

  * @since 

  * @see 

  * @param String1 String message text 

  * @return boolean default is false 

  * @throws or @exception ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException 

  * @serial 

  * @deprecated 

  */ 
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For Methods: 
 
/**  

  * Runs the method. 

  * 

  * @since 

  * @see 

  * @param 

  * @return 

  * @throws or @exception 

  * @serial 

  * @deprecated 

  */ 

 
Only use the following tags in the overview.html file in the top-level directory:  
   @since 

   @see 

 
Only use the following tags in the package.html file in the package directory: 
   @since 

   @see 

   @deprecated 

 
Once the javadoc comments are in the .java files, compile the .java files to generate the .class 
files in the same directories: 
 
c:\jdk1.3\bin\javac c:\project1\Package1\Class1.java 

c:\jdk1.3\bin\javac c:\project1\Package1\Class2.java 

c:\jdk1.3\bin\javac c:\project1\Package2\Class3.java 

c:\jdk1.3\bin\javac c:\project1\Package2\Class4.java 

 
c:\project1 

    Package1 

  Class1.java 

  Class1.class 

  Class2.java 

  Class2.class 

    Package2 

  Class3.java 

  Class3.class 

  Class4.java 

  Class4.class 

 
Then run the javadoc command from the installed Java application to generate the HTML help 
files: 
 
c:\jdk1.3\bin\javadoc -use -d c:\temp @c:\000\javadoc\packagelist.txt 

 
-use generates the class use files, for cross-references. 
-d names the output directory: c:\temp. 
@c:\000\javadoc\packagelist.txt is a text file with each package path to be documented on one 
line; alternatively, @c:\000\javadoc\filelist.txt is a text file with each file/class to be documented on 
one line. 
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In the c:\temp directory is a set of generated HTML files: 
 
allclasses-frame.html 

deprecated-list.html 

help-doc.html 

index.html 

index-all.html 

overview-tree.html 

packages.html 

serialized-form.html 

package-list 

stylesheet.css 

 
plus an HTML file for each .java file, placed in the same tree structure as the java files were in the 
Project1 directory, but under the c:\temp directory. The HTML files can be copied anywhere since 
the hierarchy is self-contained. Note: You can also create your own HTML file for the package 
and for the project, using a description and tags. 
 
 
General 
 
javadoc is the Java Development Kit (JDK) command that uses the java compiler to generate 
HTML files documenting the API in a format based on the Description and the Tags in the 
javadoc comment block placed just before each class, interface, constructor, method, and field in 
the .java source code files. A javadoc comment block Description is sentences about the object, 
starting with a verb in singular number. A javadoc comment block Tags are specific indicators of 
the following information. Javadoc uses the compiled .class files to show the class hierarchy and 
the "use" cross-relationships.  
 
 
Source Files 
 
Besides the .java files, containing class, interface, field, constructor and method comments. 
Javadoc can include the writer's own HTML files and other files.  
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Each package directory can contain a package.html file, containing one javadoc comment about 
the package in the Description and Tags format, but without comment separators /** and */ or 
leading asterisks. The first sentence should be a summary about the package. An example 
package.html file is: 
 

<html> 

<head> 

<!-- 

  @(#)package.html version 1.0, 12/22/00 

  Copyright 1998 Applied Biosystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 

--> 

</head> 

<body> 

Start with a verb and make a single-sentence summary, like: 

Makes an object. 

 

<h2>Package Specification</h2> 

Specifications needed by Java Compatibility Kit. 

<ul> 

  <li><a href="<functional spec>"></a> 

</ul> 

 

<h2>Related Documentation</h2> 

 

Please see: 

<ul> 

  <li><a href="<other doc>"></a> 

</ul> 

 

@see ... 

@since ... 

 

</body> 

</html> 

 
The top level directory can contain an overview.html containing one javadoc comment about the 
set of packages in the Description and Tags format, but without comment separators /** and */ or 
leading asterisks. The first sentence should be a summary. The format is similar to the format for 
package.html. 
 
Unprocessed files like graphics image files, applet files, sample Java source code files, sample 
Java class files, applets, and standalone HTML files can be placed in a directory called doc-files, 
which can be a subdirectory of any package directory. 
 
When writing HTML files, do not use header tags. Also use the following: 
 Less-than (<)   &lt; 
 Greater-than (>) &gt; 
 Ampersand (&)  &amp; 
 Close brace ( } )  &#125; 
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Javadoc Comments 
 
An API Specification has everything needed to implement the program, specifying the interface to 
callers and implementations, the object threads. In particular, an API needs to allow multiple 
threads to access any object concurrently and must be implementation-independent.  
 
A Javadoc comment block is placed just before each class, interface, constructor, method, and 
field, to describe the API. A block specifies the arguments, return values, and exceptions thrown 
by methods; identifies the author, version, and first use of objects, shows the links to other 
objects, and indicates if an object is not used anymore. Only one javadoc comment can be before 
each object.  
 
Other types of comments (starting with //) can be used to indicate code changes, code questions, 
warnings, examples, definitions, concepts, bugs, and workarounds.  
 
 
Comment Block 
 
A javadoc comment block is a Description followed by Tags. Tags are case-sensitive. 
The first line is /** 
The last line is */ 
Between the Description and Tags is a line with an asterisk: 
 
/**  

 * First Description sentence (required for all objects) 

 * Description sentences. 

 * 

 * @version   (classes and interfaces only, required) 

 * @author    (classes and interfaces only, required) 

 * @since 

 * @see 

 * @param     (methods and constructors only) 

 * @return    (methods only) 

 * @exception (@throws is a synonym) 

 * @serial    (or @serialField or @serialData) 

 * @deprecated 

 */ 

 
Line up the asterisks. Follow the asterisk with a space, then the text or tag.  
 
A blank comment line with an asterisk can also be put between tags to create "blocks" of related 
tags.  
 
Comment lines should be less than 80 characters in length.  
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Description 
 
The description describes the field, class, interface, constructor, or method, distinguishing it from 
others, including boundary conditions, parameter ranges and corner cases, and defining what is 
required and what is allowed to vary across platforms/implementations.  
 
The first sentence of the description should be concise and complete, because it is used by 
Javadoc as the field, class, interface, constructor, or method summary. Javadoc stops at the first 
period (.) followed by a blank, tab, or line terminator, or stops at the blank comment line or first 
tag. To continue the first sentence after a word or abbreviation with a period, type an HTML meta-
character, such as "&" or "<…>", immediately after the period. 
 
In a description, put <code>...</code> around any keywords or API names:  

 Java keywords  

 packages  

 classes/interfaces  

 contructors/methods  

 fields  

 arguments  

 code examples  
 
For the first occurrence of a name which needs more information, use the {@link} tag: 
 
 {@link object}  

 
In descriptions, name the type of object, such as a label or constructor. Also, do not use 
parentheses for methods and constructors, unless different forms have different arguments; then 
use parentheses and argument datatypes, as in: add(int, Object). Begin method descriptions with 
a verb phrase, as in: Gets the label of this button. Use the third person (declarative and 
descriptive) not the second person (imperative and prescriptive), as in: Gets the label. Use "this" 
instead of "the" for an object created from the current class, as in: gets the toolkit for this 
component. Do not restate the API name in different words, but add more information. Do not 
abbreviate or use Latin abbreviations.  
 
 
Tags 
 
Use regular tags in the following order.  
 
   * @author    (classes and interfaces only, required) 

   * @version   (classes and interfaces only, required) 

   * @param     (methods and constructors only) 

   * @return    (methods only) 

   * @exception (@throws is a synonym) 

   * @see 

   * @since 

   * @serial    (or @serialField or @serialData) 

   * @deprecated 

 
Some tags are required: for every parameter, @param tag, and for every method that returns 
something other than void, @return tag. 
 
Use some tags only in-line: 
   * {@docRoot} (relative path to the destination root directory) 

   * {@link}    (points to another topic) 
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Put multiple @author tags in chronological order, with the creator of the class at the top. Put 
multiple @param tags in argument-declaration order. Put multiple @exception or @throws tags in 
alphabetical order by exception name. Put multiple @see tags in the same order as the 
arguments are searched for by javadoc, from nearest to farthest access and from least-qualified 
to fully-qualified: 
 
   @see #field 

   @see #Constructor(Type, Type...) 

   @see #Constructor(Type id, Type id...) 

   @see #method(Type, Type,...) 

   @see #method(Type id, Type, id...) 

   @see Class 

   @see Class#field 

   @see Class#Constructor(Type, Type...) 

   @see Class#Constructor(Type id, Type id) 

   @see Class#method(Type, Type,...) 

   @see Class#method(Type id, Type id,...) 

   @see package.Class 

   @see package.Class#field 

   @see package.Class#Constructor(Type, Type...) 

   @see package.Class#Constructor(Type id, Type id) 

   @see package.Class#method(Type, Type,...) 

   @see package.Class#method(Type id, Type, id) 

   @see package 

 
Each type of tag has a type of comment after it: 
 
@author(reference page) - If the author is unknown, use "unascribed" as the argument.  
 
@version(reference page) - use the SCCS string "%I%, %G%", which converts like this "1.39, 
02/28/97" when the file is checked out of SCCS.  
 
@param(reference page) – use the parameter name, in lowercase, with no <code> brackets, 
then a description whose first noun is the data type (except for the primitive int), starting in lower 
case (indicates an object rather than a class). Do not use dashes or other punctuation before the 
description, as Javadoc inserts one dash. The description is a phrase starting with a lowercase 
letter and ending without a period, unless it contains a complete sentence or is followed by 
another sentence. Use a phrase, not a sentence, with no capitalization and no period. For 
multiple phrases, separate with a semi-colon and a space. For example: 
   * @param ch   the character to be tested 

   * @param observer  the image observer to be notified 

 
@return(reference page) - Use @return for all methods except for methods that return void and 
for constructors. 
 
@see tag is for Javadoc 1.1; {@link} tag is for Javadoc 1.2 or later 
 
@deprecated(reference page) – in the first sentence (for the summary and index), state when the 
API was deprecated and what to use as a replacement. In later sentences, explain why the API 
was deprecated. Add a link to the replacement method. If there is no replacement, use "No 
replacement" as the description.  
 
@since(reference page) - specify the product version when the name was added to the API, as 
in: 
  * @since 1.2 
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@exception or @throws – add an @exception tag for any checked exceptions (declared in the 
throws clause) and also for unchecked exceptions (that the caller might want to catch), but not for 
NullPointerException. Do not use a "throws" clause in the signature. For checked exceptions, the 
compiler checks at compile-time that the exception is properly being caught in a try-catch block. 
The unchecked exceptions are the classes RuntimeException, Error and their subclasses. All 
other exception subclasses are checked exceptions. Whether an exception is checked or 
unchecked is not determined by whether it is in a throws clause. Checked exceptions must be 
included in a throws clause of the method. This is necessary for the compiler to know which 
exceptions to check. Unchecked exceptions should not be included in a throws clause.  
 
 
Javadoc Command 
 
The javadoc command, whose arguments can be in any order, is: 
 
javadoc [options] [packagenames] [sourcefiles] [@files] 

 
Options are case-insensitive and can be the following: 
 
Option   Comment 
-1.1   uses 1.1 format 
-author   author 
-bootclasspath  specifies the paths where the boot classes reside 
-bottom   adds a footer line, in single quotes 
-charset  specifies the HTML character set 
-classpath  names the path(s) of class files; separate the directories by a semicolon 
-d   names the destination directory 
-docencoding  specifies the encoding of the generated HTML files 
-doclet   specifies a nondefault doclet 
-docletpath  specifies the path to the doclet 
-doctitle   adds a document title 
-encoding  specifies the source file encoding name 
-extdirs   specifies the directories where extension classes reside 
-footer   specifies the footer text to be placed at the bottom of each output file 
-group    puts subheading on overview page, in double quotes 
-header   adds a running header line, in single quotes 
-help   displays the online help 
-helpfile   specifies the path of an alternate help file 
-J   -J-Xmx180m sets memory to 180MB 
-link   names the link to previous results 
-linkoffline  creates links to documentation for external referenced classes 
-locale   specifies the locale that javadoc uses (must be ahead of doclet) 
-nodeprecated  prevents the generation of any deprecated API 
-nodeprecatedlist Prevents the generation of the file containing the list of deprecated APIs 
-nohelp   omits the HELP link in the navigation bars 
-noindex   omits the index 
-nonavbar  prevents the generation of the navigation bar 
-notree    omits the class/interface hierarchy 
-overview  gives the path of the overview HTML file 
-package  shows only package, protected, and public classes and members 
-private   shows all classes and members 
-protected  shows only protected and public classes and members (default) 
-public   shows only public classes and members 
-serialwarn  generates compile-time warnings for missing @serial tags 
-sourcepath   names the directory of the source files 
-splitIndex  splits index A-Z 
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-stylesheetfile  specifies the path of an alternate HTML stylesheet file 
-use   includes the “Use” files 
-verbose  provides more detailed messages while javadoc is running 
-version   specifies the version 
-windowtitle  adds a window title 
 
An option can be followed by a variable, such as $(SRCDIR), which then is set later (if you use a 
makefile), for example: 
 -sourcepath $(SRCDIR) 

 SRCDIR = '/java/jdk1.2/src’ 

 
Omitting the -windowtitle option copies the doc title to the window title. A window title is the same 
as the doc title, but without HTML tags.  
 
Omitting the -footer option, copies the header text to the footer.  
 
Do not use newline characters between single quotes. 
 
Packagenames is a series of full package names (using periods, not paths), separated by 
spaces, such as: 
 
 java.lang java.lang.reflect java.awt 

 
Each package must be specified. Javadoc does not automatically look at subpackages. 
Wildcards, such as asterisks (*), are not allowed. Javadoc uses -sourcepath to look for the 
package names.  
 
Sourcefiles is a series of source file names, separated by spaces, each of which can begin with 
a path and contain a wildcard, such as an asterisk (*). Javadoc does not use -sourcepath to look 
for the source file names. 
 
@files is one or more executable files that contain package names and/or source files, in any 
order, one name per line.  
 
The Javadoc command uses a standard doclet to generate the HTML files. You could use other 
doclets. For example, the MIF doclet can automate the generation of API documentation in MIF 
(Adobe FrameMaker interchange format), PDF, PS, and RTF, and allows printing directly to a 
printer. 
 
Javadoc duplicates (inherits) comments for methods that override or implement other methods:  
 

 When a method in a class overrides a method in a superclass  

 When a method in an interface overrides a method in a superinterface  

 When a method in a class implements a method in an interface  
 
In the first two cases, if a method overrides another method, Javadoc will generate a subheading 
"Overrides" in the documentation for the method, with a link to the method it is overriding.  
In the third case, if a method in a given class implements a method in an interface, Javadoc will 
generate a subheading "Specified by" in the documentation for the method, with a link to the 
method it is implementing. In all three cases, if the method contains no doc comments or tags, 
Javadoc copies the text of the method it is overriding or implementing to the generated 
documentation for the method.  
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Generated Files 
 
Javadoc generates HTML files named after the classes/interfaces and other HTML files: 
 
The Basic files are the following: 
classname.html   one page for each class or interface; the generated files are  
    organized in the same directory hierarchy as the Java source  
    files and class files. 
package-summary.html  one page for each package 
overview-summary.html  one page for all packages (if two or more package names) 
 
The Cross-Reference files are the following: 
overview-tree.html  one class hierarchy page for the entire set of packages 
package-tree.html  one class hierarchy page for each package 
package-use.html  one "use" page for each package 
class-use/classname.html separate "use" page for each class and interface 
deprecated-list.html  one deprecated API page listing all deprecated names.  
serialized-form.html  one serialized form page for information about  
    serializable and externalizable classes  
index-*.html   one index of all class, interface, constructor, field and method  
    names, alphabetically arranged, internationalized for Unicode  
    (can be generated as a single file or as a separate file for each  
    starting character 
 
The Support files are the following: 
help-doc.html   describes the navigation bar and the above pages 
index.html   creates the HTML frames for display 
*-frame.html   contain lists of packages, classes and interfaces, used when  
    HTML frames are displayed.  
package-list   text file used by the -link and -linkoffline options  
stylesheet.css   controls a limited amount of color, font family, font size, font style  
    and positioning on the generated pages 
doc-files   directory that holds any image, example, source code or other  
    files to copy to the destination directory 
 
The HTML Frames are the following: 
If only source files (*.java) or a single package name are arguments, only the list of classes frame 
is made. If two or more package names are arguments, frames listing all packages and the 
overview page are made. 
 
Javadoc generates a standard format for each class, interface, field, constructor, and method 
description. Javadoc includes the modifiers public, protected, private, abstract, final, static, 
transient, and volatile, but not synchronized or native, which are not part of the API specification.  
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References 
 
The URL for Javadoc is: 
 http://java.sun.com/j2se/javadoc/ 

 
The available docs are the following: 

 Details of API Specifications: details that should be specified for each API (either 
explicitly or implicitly) in the API documentation 

 doug.kramer@sun.com  

 How to Write Doc Comments for Javadoc: conventions and guidelines for writing doc 
comments in Java source code 

 http://java.sun.com/products/jdk/javadoc/index.html 

 Java Code Conventions - Documentation Comments: style guide used at Java Software 

 Javadoc 1.3 Documentation 

 Javadoc 1.3 reference page (with Solaris examples) (with Windows examples): describes 
the arguments and gives examples for calling javadoc 

 Javadoc FAQ: how to set memory for Javadoc 

 Requirements for Writing API Specifications: Packages, Classes, Interfaces, Fields, 
Methods 
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Glossary 
 

abstract class does not allow creation of an instance of the class; you can declare 
a variable of the class, which can then be a subclass. 

  

abstract method can be used for methods in subclasses of an abstract class. 

  

applet java application loaded by a web browser from a reference in an 
HTML file <APPLET code="classname.class" width=300 
height=200> <param name=x value="yyy"> </APPLET>. extends 
JApplet class (java.swing package). Calls init() method to make 
applet. has no CLose button. has no title. size is determined by the 
browser and HTML file, not by applet. HTML file has the address 
link: <A HREF=file:///path> path </A>. 

  

appletviewer command followed by: file:///path shows the appletBean, a reusable component 
class for a graphic user interface builder. 

  

case-sensitive java is case-sensitive. 

  

class definition of a set, which can have particular instances. 

  

Class method uses a field-selection operator. has no static keyword. has no 
instance target, with possible arguments, when called: 
method(datatype argument). 

  

classpath an OS variable holding the first part of the path. 

  

compile command Compile by typing: javac classname.java. The compiler makes the 
file classname.class. 

  

constructor method has same name as the class, never returns any value and has no 
return type, is called when creating an instance of a class, can be 
several constructor methods (with and without parameters), and 
assigns values to variables. There is a default constructor. Instance 
variables are initialized before constructor call. 

  

container class has variables and subclasses: japplet, jrootpane, jlayeredpane, 
jpanel. 

  

defaultlistmodel class holds strings. 

  

documented classes or 
included classes 

classes and interfaces for which full documentation is generated 
during a javadoc run. To be documented, the source files must be 
available, and either their source filenames or package names must 
be passed into the javadoc command. 

  

event change in status that can initiate an action. 

  

/path
/path
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Exception handles errors of the specified type. Use THROWS and the 
exception name. or use TRY...CATCH. Exceptions are: Exception 
(includes all exceptions), ArithmeticException (division by zero), 
ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException (no element at an index), 
ClassNotFoundException, EquationException, 
IllegalArgumentException, IllegalStateException, IOException, 
FileNotFoundException(no such file in that directory; an 
IOException), NegativeArraySizeException (negative number of 
elements), NotHandledException, NullPointerException, 
NumberFormatException, RemoteException, SilentReturnException, 
SqlException 

  

execute Execute by typing, where the class has a "main" method: java 
classname.class 

  

extends names the superclass of a class. 

  

external referenced 
classes 

referenced classes whose documentation is not being generated 
during a javadoc run. In other words, these classes are external to 
that javadoc run. Links for names in the documentation to those 
classes are said to be external references or external links. For 
example, if you run javadoc on only the java.awt package, then any 
class in java.lang, such as Object, is an external referenced class. 
External referenced classes can be linked to using the -link option. 
An important property of an external referenced class is that its 
source comments are not available in the Javadoc run. Therefore, 
these comments cannot be inherited.  

  

file a java file has the same name as the class, and the java extension. 

  

fileinputstream class extracts the bytes (objects) from a file.  

  

fileoutputstream class writes bytes to a file. 

  

final class cannot be extended and so has no subclasses.  

  

final variable cannot be changed after initialized and must be initialized. 

  

generated document  document generated by the javadoc tool from the doc comments in 
Java source code. The default generated document is in HTML and 
is created by the standard doclet.  

  

import a package, with a class or all classes: java.io.* 

  

init method browser initializes the applet on load. An applet starts with an "init" 
method (in a class), and has no main method: 

 import javax.swing.*; 

 public class xxxApplet extends JApplet { 

 public void init() {}; 
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input data from files  

 import java.io.*; 

 public class Start { 

 public static void main(String arg[]) throws IO 

Exception { 

 FileInputStream stream = new FileInputStream("file 

path"); 

 InputStreamReader reader = new 

InputStreamReader(stream); 

 //BufferedReader  bufferedreader = new 

BufferedReader(reader) 

 //StreamTokenizer tokens = new 

StreamTokenizer(bufferedreader); 

 StreamTokenizer tokens = new 

StreamTokenizer(reader); 

 while tokens.nextToken() != tokens.TT_EOF) { 

 System.out.println(tokens.nval) 

        } 

 stream.close 

        } 

 } 

  

inputstreamreader class makes bytes into characters. 

  

instance method uses no arguments and parameters. has an instance target, with no 
arguments, when called: instance.method(). 

  

instanceof operator determines whether an instance is an instance of a specified class. 

  

interface like an abstract class, but has only abstract methods. Many 
interfaces can impose requirements on the same class. a class 
IMPLEMENTS an interface, and so its requirements. interfaces 
indicate datatype. 

  

jar file stores beans and their resources. 

  

java executes. 

  

javac command compiles. 

  

javadoc command generates html files. 

  

java.awt package abstract window toolkit. 

java.awt.image package has Image class. 

java.io package has input and output classes. 

java.lang package has Thread class. 

java.net package has URL class. 

java.util package has Vector class. 

javax.swing package demo. 

  

jlist class has defaultlistmodel class. 
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main method A standalone app must have a "main" method (in a class), which is 
run when the program starts: public static void main(String argv[]) {}; 
The parameter argv is assigned to an array of String instances, 
equal to the number of command line arguments. 

  

method function or procedure; does not have to be defined before it is used 
in a file. 

  

model initiates interaction with a viewer. 

  

name name in the Java Language, such as the name of a package, class, 
interface, field, constructor or method. A name can be fully-qualified, 
such as java.lang.String.equals(java.lang.Object), or partially-
qualified, such as equals(Object).  

  

Object class all classes are subclasses of it, and can be direct subclasses. 

  

output to screen System.out.print() or println(). 

  

package each file should contain one class. classes are put in packages by a 
first line of the file.. the package name is the last part of the path. 

  

print class writes strings and numbers to characters. 

  

println class writes strings and numbers to characters. 

  

printwriter class writes characters to bytes. 

  

private method callable by instance methods in the same class. 

  

protected method callable by instance methods in the same class or package, or 
subclass. 

  

public method any method in any class can call the method. 

  

referenced classes classes and interfaces that are explicitly referred to in the definition 
(implementation) of the documented classes and interfaces. 
Examples of references include return type, parameter type, cast 
type, extended class, implemented interface, imported classes, and 
classes used in method bodies. Classes referred to in doc 
comments (such as @see tags) do not qualify as referenced 
classes. When Javadoc is run, it loads into memory all of the 
referenced classes in javadoc's bootclasspath and classpath. 
(Javadoc prints a "Class not found" warning for referenced classes 
not found.) Javadoc derives information from the .class files to 
determine the existence and fully-qualified names of the members.  

  

serializable interface allows readObject and writeObject methods; needs no method. 

  

static method the method is a class method. 

  

start method browser starts the applet on load and on a visit to a web page. 

  

stream series of objects. 
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StreamTokenizer class makes characters into numbers and strings. 

  

super constructor hands arguments to constructor of super class. 

  

this constructor hands arguments to a constructor in the same class. 

  

thread a separate program that shares the same memory as other threads 
(multiple threads). 

  

visibility can be public, protected, package, or private. Public is available in 
all packages, classes, and subclasses. Protected is available to 
classes in the same package, and subclasses in all packages. 
Package is available to classes in the same package. Private is 
available to the class. 

 


